RULES CHANGE PROPOSAL FORM INSTRUCTIONS
This document is designed for you to print out and write in your proposal. If you want to type your proposal, PLEASE go back to the website and select ONLINE RULES PROPOSAL FORM. Please complete this form, scan into your computer and email it to: ruleschanges@modelaircraft.org. A copy will be forwarded to the appropriate Contest Board Chairman. The current issue of Competition Regulations must be referenced.

PROPOSAL NO. * (To be inserted by Headquarters)  RECEIVED DATE * (To be inserted by Headquarters)
REVISE DATE * (To be inserted by Headquarters) VERSION NUMBER  * (To be inserted by Headquarters)

PROPOSAL TYPE (Check One): □ Basic □ Urgent □ Safety/Emergency □ Interpretation

□ Cross (Indicate Original Proposal Number) ____________

SELECT APPLICABLE COMPETITION REGULATIONS

□ General Section □ Outdoor Free Flight □ Indoor Free Flight □ CL General
□ CL Speed □ CL Racing □ CL Navy Carrier □ CL Aerobatics
□ CL Combat □ CL Special Events □ RC Aerobatics □ RC Scale Aerobatics
□ RC Pylon Racing □ RC Helicopter □ RC Soaring □ RC Fixed-wing Scale
□ CL Scale □ RC Combat □ RC Special Events

Brief summary of the proposed change.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Exact wording proposed for the rule book. (List paragraph numbers where applicable. Example: Change “quote present rule book wording” to “exact wording required”).

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Version 01/01/2016
Logic behind proposed change, including alleged shortcomings of the present rules. State intent for future reference.

New event test data/information (new events only), please provide what testing of this new event has taken place to include number of participants and number of contests.

Effect, if any, on current AMA records.

Note: The Contest Board Chairman may, in coordination with the submitter of the proposal, at any time prior to submitting a proposal to the Contest Board for Final Vote, edit proposal wording to increase clarity and to avoid ambiguity provided the proposal intent is not changed.

1. Proposer___________________________________ AMA #____________________

Address______________________________________________________________

City___________________________ State_______ Zip _____________

Day Telephone (___)____________________ Evening Telephone(____)____________

E-Mail address________________________________________________________ Date __________

Signature________________________________________________________________